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 “Tea For Two” Holder 
Materials Dimensions Accessories/Tools/Etc. 

Cherry Cobbler card stock (cut 2 from Top 4-3/4" x 3-3/4" Stamp Sets: Mixed Bunch & Tea 
   Note Die) (Score on short side @ 3/4" & 1")    Shoppe (both in mini) 
Cherry Cobbler card stock (cut 1 from  2" x 4-1/2" Stamp Pads: Tangerine Tango, 
   Scallop tag on 2-Tags Die) (score @ 2" &     Cherry Cobbler 
   2-1/2")  Punches: Blossom (mini), 1-3/8" 
Inside Pocket:    Circle, Large Oval, Itty Bitty  
White Copy Paper (score lightly on 5-1/2" 6-1/2" x 5-1/2"   Flower Shape, Scallop Circle 
   Side @ ½" & 3-1/2")  Big Shot w/Stripes Impressions 
    Folder, Top Note Die, 2-Tags Die 
Scraps: White card stock (oval & flower),  (1) Large Pearl 
   Tangerine Tango card stock (Itty Bitty  Sticky Strip/Glue Dots/Dimensionals 
   Flower), Cherry Cobbler card stock  Snail Adhesive 
   (Scallop Circle)  ½ Velcro Dot 
Cherry Cobble Baker’s Twine 15" Scissors / Pencil 
(2) Bags of Tea  Wheel w/Tangerine Tango Ink 

 
Step-By-Step Directions 

 
1.    Score two (2) 4-3/4" x 3-3/4" pieces of Cherry Cobbler card stock on short side @ 3/4" and 1".  

Run both pieces through Big Shot using Top Note die.  Fold on score marks and then unfold.  
Using Stripes Impressions Folder, only emboss the largest, unscored part of the Top Note 
pieces. 

 
2.    Place the Top Note pieces on the table with scored side at the bottom/embossed part at the top.  

Add a piece of sticky strip across the bottom front of each.  The middle 1/4" fold will have 
nothing on it because that will become the bottom of your “Tea For Two” holder. 

 
3.    Score 2" x 4-1/2" piece of Cherry Cobbler card stock @ 2" and 2-1/2".  This piece will be your 

closure.  Run piece through Big Shot using scallop tag from Two Tags die.  What’s cool about 
this tag is that it has the same stitched look just like the Top Note. 

 
4.    Cover Decoration: Using scrap Whisper White card stock, stamp two (2) flowers from Mixed 

Bunch stamp set with Tangerine Tango ink.  Punch them out with Blossom punch.  Curl petals 
of each flower around your fingers to create raised edges making your flower look 3-D.  Stamp 
one (1) “Tea for Two” from Tea Shoppe stamp set with Cherry Cobbler ink.  Punch out with 
large oval punch.  Punch one (1) 1-3/4" scallop circle from scrap piece of Cherry Cobbler card 
stock.  Punch one (1) small flower using Itty Bitty Flower Shapes punch from scrap piece of 
Tangerine Tango card stock.  (Tip: To create a small, shaped itty bitty flower, place small flower 
in the palm of your hand and press a pencil eraser into the center of the flower pushing it into the 
palm of your hand.  This will curl up the small edges of the flower.)  Place a large pearl in the 
center of the flower. 
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Tea For Two Holder (continued...) 
 
5.    Assembly of Cover Decoration: Fold scallop Two Tag piece on score marks.  Open up and 

place on table with scallop at the bottom.  Put piece of sticky strip across scallop and remove 
orange covering.  Attach one Tangerine Tango Blossom Flower to scallop part of tag.  Attach 
the second Tangerine Tango Blossom Flower on top of first one twisting it around a little so 
petals alternate.  Add 2 dimensionals to center of flower and attach Cherry Cobbler 1-3/4" 
scallop circle.  Add large oval “Tea for Two” on top of Cherry Cobbler scallop circle.  With glue 
dot, add itty bitty Tangerine Tango flower with pearl on top covering small tea cup on image. 

 
6.    Inside Pocket: With 5-1/2" x 6-1/2" piece of white copy paper, fold on ½" score mark and 

then fold in half @ 3-1/2" score mark.  Open up and wheel pattern of choice on entire piece.  
Add snail adhesive to ½" side and attach.  Then fold in half to form 2 pockets.  With 1-3/8" 
circle punch, punch a small bite out of the top of each pocket. 

 
7.    Assembly of “Tea for Two” holder: Place one of the Top Note pieces on the table with the 

sticky strip side face up at the top. Place the fold of the inside pocket piece just up to the first 
score mark making sure that it’s centered.  (Tip: Make sure to place the fold of the inside pocket 
just up to the score mark.  Don’t cover the score mark.)  Peel off the piece of sticky strip on the 
second Top Note piece.  Place the second Top Note piece face down (adhesive side down) 
making sure that it lines up with the first piece.  Make sure again that the fold of the inside 
pocket is just up to the score mark and not covering it.  Press to secure adhesive.  Fold up sides; 
pocket piece should be on the inside. 

 
8.    Finishing assembly of “Tea for Two” holder: Figure out which side you want to be the front 

and the back of the “Tea for Two” holder.  They’re both the same but maybe one side came out 
better than the other.  Add 2 pieces of sticky strip to the inside of the unscalloped side of the 
Two Tags piece.  Attach to the back of your “Tea for Two” holder.  Bring scallop part to front.  
Attach your Cover Decoration (that you made in Step #5) to the scallop front.  I recommend 
using sticky strip for this, too.  Place ½" of a velcro dot under scallop front and attach.  Tie 
Cherry Cobbler Baker’s Twine to scallop closure at the top. 

 
 
PRODUCT ITEM # PRICE PAGE 
Cherry Cobbler card stock (24) #119685 $6.95 p 179 
Tangerine Tango card stock (24) #111349  $6.95 p 177 
Whisper White card stock (40) #100730 $8.50 p 180 
Mixed Bunch Stamp Set (clear) #125537 $21.95 Mini p 17 
Mixed Bunch Stamp Set (wood) #125535 $27.95 Mini p 17 
Tea for Two Stamp Set (clear) #125547 $27.95 Mini p 19 
Tea for Two Stamp Set (wood) #125545 $34.95 Mini p 19 
Classic Ink Pad – Cherry Cobbler #119669 $5.95 p 179 
Classic Ink Pad – Tangerine Tango #111834 $5.95 p 177  
Cherry Cobbler Baker’s Twine #123125 $2.95 p 194 
Blossom Punch #125603 $16.95 Mini p 17 
1 3/8” Circle Punch #119860 $15.95 p 212 
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Large Oval Punch #119855 $15.95 p 212 
Itty Bitty Flower Shape Punch #118309 $16.95 p 210 
1 ¾” Scallop Circle Punch #119854 $16.95 p 210 
Big Shot #11349 $99.95 p 215 
Top Note Die #113463 $21.95 p 222 
Two Tags Die #115954 $21.95 p 222 
Stripes Textured Impressions Folder #123128 $7.95 p 218 
Basic Pearls  #119247 $4.95 p 198 
Stampin’ Around Standard Handle #103661 $3.95 p 204 
Uninked Standard Cartridge #101529 $5.25 p 204 
Tangerine Tango Classic Reinker #121614 $4.25 p 177 
Sweet Swirls Stampin’ Wheel #115523 $6.50 p 235 
Paper Cutter with #104152 $24.95 p 208 
  Scoring Blade #104154 $5.95 p 208 
Snail Adhesive (472”) #104332 $6.95 p 206 
  Or REFILL (472”) #104331 $4.50 p 206 
Sticky Strip (10 yds) #104294 $6.95 p 206 
Stampin Dimensionals (300) #104430 $3.95 p 206 
Mini Glue Dots (300) #103683 $4.95 p 206 
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